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ABSTRACT

Transuranic wastes are generated at the Savannah River Site (SRS)

as a result of routine production of nuclear materials. These

wastes contain Pu-238 and Pu-239 and are placed into lined 55-

gallon waste drums. The drums are placed on monitored storage pads

pending shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico.

A passive-active neutron (PAN) assay system is used to determine

the mass of the radioactive material within the waste drums. Assay

results are used to classify the wastes as either low-level or

transuranic (TRU). During assays, the PAN assay system

communicates with an IBM-AT computer. A Fortran computer program,

called NEUT, controls and performs all data analyses. Unassisted,

the NEUT program cannot adequately interpret assay results. To

eliminate this limitation, an expert system shell was used to write

a new algorithm, called the Transuranic Expert System (TRUX), to

drive the NEUT program and add decision making capabilities for

analysis of the assay results. The TRUX knowledge base was
formulated by consulting with human experts in the field of neutron

assay, by direct experimentation on the PAN assay system, and by

observing operations on a daily basis. TRUX, with its improved
ability to interpret assay results, has eliminated the need for

close supervision by a human expert, allowing skilled technicians

to operate the PAN assay system.
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EXPERT SYSTEM FOR TRANSURANIC WASTE ASSAY

M. L. Zoolalian, A. Gibbs, and J. D. Kuhns

SUMMARY

The Savannah River Site is operated by the Westinghouse Savannah
River Company for the U. S. Department of Energy to produce weapons
materials. As a result of the fuel production, reactor operations,
and separations activities an the site, several thousand barrels

of radioactively contaminated waste are produced annually.
These wastes have been monitored since production activities began
at the site. However, the wastes are now being monitored by much
more sensitive equipment. This is required by more stringent
regulatory statutes and increased public concern, and made possible
by the availability of more sophisticated instrumentation. The
increased sensitivity and complexity of the detection equipment
means that computers must now be employea for operation and
trouble-shooting of instrumentation. Technical experts are needed
for interpretation of the results. By adding an expert system
shell to the programs operating the instrumentation, interpretation
of results has been simplified and more consistent, auditable
results are achieved.

A search for expert systems available for use on the IBM-AT
computer system was maae to determine the best system for this
particular application. The program selected for the expert
system was written in LEVEL5 by Information Builders, Inc. and
Level5 Research, Inco It uses production rule language in
development of the knowledge base, and the infelence engine allows
the use of both forward and backward chaining. Other factors
influencing the choice of LEVEL5 were the ability to specify
procedural rules independent of the satisfaction of a condition
clause, the flexibility to call other programs and to interface
with dBASE3+ (Ashton-Tate).

INTRODUCTION

Radioactive waste, particularly that containing long-lived
isotopes,is very carefully regulated in the United States. Most
of the long-lived isotopes of concern are those involving elements
made from the reactor activation of uranium such as plutonium,
americium, and neptunium. These elements are therefore called
transuranic elements and the waste containing them is transuranic
(TRU) waste.

TRU waste is of concern because the elements are primarily alpha
emitters, which means that their radiation can damage the bones and
lung tissue if absorbed into the human body and because they have
such long half-lives (up to 24,000 years!. These elements are
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difficult to detect once they are packaged because the radiation

Js so weak that it will not penetrate the package. Established
health protection policy is to not open containers of TRU waste

once they are sealed. All analyses of the waste must therefore be

made by non-destructive assay (NDA) instrumentation. For the

transuranic elements in the low quantities present,it is necessary

to use complex equipment to activate the elements to a form which

will emit penetrating radiation for NDA analysis. For low-level

TRU wastes, this means of detection is known as a combined passive-

active neutron (PAN) interrogation assay. Use of this

instrumentation enables personnel at the various U. S. Department

of Energy sites to determine the TRU content of 55 gallon drums of

waste material to less than i00 nanocuries of TRU per gram of

waste. This involves measurement of TRU in the 0.05 to 1 gram

range in a drum of typical waste. Below these ranges the drums can

be maintained at the sites, above these ranges the drums must be

shipped to Waste Isolation Pilot Project in New Mexico for disposal

in the deep salt beds at that DOE site.

Detection of these amounts of TRU in waste material under the

limitations necessary to protect personnel and to meet regulatory
specifications is difficult. The instrumentation involved is

complex and the calibration standards are difficult to make. The

interpretation of the results often requires an expert in nuclear

instrumentation. To efficiently handle the amount of waste being
processed at the Savannah River Site (SRS) it was decided to add

an expert shell to the computer programming for the PAN operation.

In addition the expert shell could perform instrumental
troubleshooting, prevent operation under abnormal conditions, and

insure proper calibration before operation. Records of these

operational conditions could be maintained efficiently for quality
assurance audits.

PASSIVE-ACTIVE NEUTRON (PAN) ASSAY INSTRUMENTATION

The PAN instrument was fabricated at Los Alamos National Laboratory

in New Mexico and delivered to SRS in 1983. The equipment as

originally delivered used what we would now consider as a process

controller and required very rigid input from the operators and a

great deal of interpretation of results. Theequipment was updated

with an IBM-AT computer in 1987, but the operator flexibility was

not increased greatly and the data interpretation and printout were

not modified. In mid-1988 it was decided to add an expert shell

to the computer system to aid in result interpretation,

troubleshooting and to produce records of data which would be

consistent and auditable under the present quality assurance

programs required by government regulations and company policies.

The PAN instrument is basically a large neutron detector which

contains a neutron generator with flux detectors in the inner

cavity. Figure 1 shows the layout of the instrument. A drum is

wheeled into the cavity and placed on the turntable. In the active

part of the assay, fissile isotopes in the waste, such as Pu-239,



Figure1' ThePassive-ActiveNeutronAssaySystem,Developedbythe
LosAlamosNationalLaboratoryforrhoSavannahRiverSite.



are subjected to bombardment by 14 MeV neutrons produced in the

neutron generator. This bombardment causes the isotopes to fission

and release 2 or more neutrons per fission. Since fission neutrons

are emitted simultaneously, they can be sorted from the single

emissions of the alpha, neutron reactions by counting the events

taking place in coincidence in the detectors. A passive neutron

count is also made. This determines if there are any spontaneous

fissioning elements present and/or if there are alpha, neutron

reactions taking place because of the chemical form of the TRU
elements. (If plutonium is present in the form of an oxide or a

fluoride, then the alphas from the plutonium can react with the

oxygen or fluoride and produce single neutrons in great abundance.)
The He-3 neutron detectors are heavily shielded by polyethylene in

order to slow the neutrons down so they can be detected with

greater efficiency.

In addition to the 12 detector packages involving 42 He-3 tubes,

there are neutron generator electronics and two flux monitors

contributing data to the computer during an assay. Data is also

required on the weight of the drum, the background counts of the
detectors and verification of a check source. The software for the

original instrumentation was written in Fortran by LANL in a menu

driven code called NEUT. The NEUT menu options are:
i. INITIAL CONFIGURATION_ This option allows the operator to

change the values of parameters such as counting time for the

passive assay and such items as whether or not the run report

should be printed.

2. DISPLAY DATA SAVED IN SUMMARY DATABASE. This option allows the

operator to obtain a summary of i:iformation based on processed data

from an assay sequence previously stored in file "dbas".

7. ASSAY IN STANDALONE MODE. This option allows the operator to

perform the assay. Once selected, an operator dialogue is

initiated. The run number, primary identification, secondary

identification, content code, container weight, and plutonium

isotopic identifications are input and verifiedvisually. After

verification NEUT instructs the operator to fire the neutron

generator to start an active assay. A passive assay starts

automatically when the active assay is finished. When the passive

assay in finished, NEUT processes the raw data, archives both raw

and processed data, and prints a report of the assay results.

Operation can proceed until 40 passive-active drum assays have been

completed.

4. ASSAY IN REMOTE COMPUTER MODE. This option allows an assay to

be performed via an alternate EIA-RS232C serial interface.

5. RETRIEVE DATA IN REMOTE COMPUTER MODE. This option permits a

remote computer to acquire previously processed data

6. INITIALIZE SUMMARY DATABASE. This option is used to create
file "dbas".

7. ACQUIRE PASSIVE BACKGROUND. This option allows the user to

perform a passive assay on an empty container. NEUT does not

require that a fresh background be run before operation of the PAN.

8. RECALCULATE ASSAY FROM RAW DATA° Choosing this option allows
the operator to perform all the assay computations and data

archiving that an actual assay does, except that the raw data comes



from file "dbas" rather than from the assay chamber.

9. SEND SUMMARY DATA TO REMOTE COMPUTER. This option permits a
remote computer to receive a summary of the data for a particular
run.

i0. ANEUT STANDALONE MODE. This option is similar to the Assay in

Stand Alone option except that only a passive assay is performed.

12. EXIT TO MS-DOS. This option terminates program execution and
transfers control back to the MS-DOS environment.

Table 1 is a typical printout resulting from a NEUT run and

constitutes three pages. Each of the 3 pages contains some data

useful in determining whether a result is valid but interpretation

by an inexperienced operator is difficult and confusing.

Auditability of the results involves checking several record books,

as well as these data. Operators' instr_/ctions were to record the

passive result if the amount printed was over 50 grams and to

record the active assay if the amount was under 50 grams. These

instructions do not work except for the case of pure Pu-239 metal.
This case can also be wrong if the distribution of the waste in the

drum causes self-absorption of the neutrons.

This instrument was designed to assay waste containing only small
amounts of well distributed Pu-239 in its clean elemental form.

Under these conditions the assay and result interpretation was

clear and uncomplicated. At SRS the conditions for assay are not

as favorable because a variety of isotopes are produced, and Pu-
238 quite commonly occurs in the presence of Pu-239. since

spontaneous fission (Pu-238) and induced fission (Pu-239) both

produce coincident neutrons, complications are produced. In
addition, the isotopes are often present as oxides and fluoride

residues from the production process. The alpha, neutron reactions
produced by these compounds can overload the detectors. The

instrument background can also vary and affect the lower limit of

detection. If a detector package or flux monitor was operating
abnormally there were no warnings which would keep the operator

from performing an assay. The final results would not indicate

that the assay was abnormal and unreliable. The TRUX expert shell

was implemented to resolve these problems.
/

EXPERT SYSTEM (TRUX)

The available expert systems for the IBM-AT computer operating in

the MS-DOS environment with communications to FORTRAN programs were

investigated. It was decided that the LEVEL5 system offered the

best features for this application. The knowledge base in LEVEL5

operates on a rule base which offers the following advantages:

i. Explanation. All that is necessary to explain the "reasoning"

of a rule-based system is to keep track of the rules that are

invoked in the decision-making process.

2. Modification. In a rule-based system, it is relatively simple

to modify the knowledge base by adding, deleting, or changing the
appropriate rules. This is due to the modular nature of production

rules, making incremental programming easier. Ideally, each rule
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ACTIVE NEUTRON INTERROGATION REPORT

ANEUT OF 22 FEa 88 -- FOR SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT (B-TEST)
RUN 4 DRUM .05PU239 11"58:9 9/13/88

GA_E TIME !USEC) TOT_t.COLNTS

SHIELDEDTOTALS ( 70, 270) 160.

SHIELDEDTOTALS (570,1570) 109.

FLUX MONITOR ( 70, 270) 18401,

FLUX MONITOR (.¢;70,1570) 11.

2ND FLUX MONITOR ( 70, 270) 4102.

2HD FLUX MONITOR (570,1570) 0.
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TABLE I (CONT'D]

ANEUT OF 22 FEB 88 -- FOR SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT (B-TEST)
RUN 4 DRUM .05PU239 11: 59: 0 9/13/88
ACTUAL GATE LENGTHS .352636E-04 (SHORT GATES) .248436E-03 (LONG GATES)
FOLLOWING DATA HAS BEEN BACKGROUND CORRECTED BY BACKGROUND 10: 39: 8 9/13/88

COUNTING TIME IS 200.02 sECONDS

DEIT::CTOR _ RATE DETECTOR COUNT RATE

BARE_ 104. .52 SHIJD_ 30. _ .15
BARERIGHT 64. .32 SHLDRGHT 21. .10
BARE BACK 88. .44 SHLD BACK -23. -.12
BARE LEFT 77. .38 5HLD LEFT 31. .15
BARETOP 31. .15 SHLDTOP 36. .18
BARE BOTM 37. .18 SHLD BOTM 24. .12
FLUX MONITOR 0_ .00 2ND FLUX MONITOR -2. -.01
SYSTEMTQTALSRATE 2.60 SHIELDED TOTALS RATE .59 (FROM PARTS)
NEUTRONCOINCIDENCE

SHIELDEDTOTALS 873.+/- 29.55
SYSTEMTOTALS 4999.+/- 70.70
.ST N LONG GATES 4908.
.ST N SHORT GATES 861.
.0 KHZ CLOCK PULSES 2000159.
• KHZ CLOCK PULSES 200016.
.ST N GATED SItORT TOTALS 3.
• MHZ CLOCK GATED WITH SHORT 30362.
.MHZ CLOCK GATED WITH LONG 1219323.

LONG GATE UVE TIME 198.80 SEC
SHORT GATE UVE TIME 199.99 SEC
WET COINCIDENT NEUTRONS/LONG GATE .82570E-02+/- .17191E-02
WET COINCIDENT NEUTRONS/SHORT GATE .33304E-02+/- ,20117E-02

SYSTEMTOTALS RATE 2.5995 +/- .48674
SHIELDEDTOTALSRATE .59490 +/- .20167

WET COINCIDENTLONG GATE NEUTRONS/UVETIME -.95992E-01 +/- .62669E.01
WET COINCIDENTSHORT GATE NEUTRONS/UVETIME -.51710E-02+/- .13230E-01



I. CONT'D

PROGRAM NEUT OF 22 FEB 88 -- FOR SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT (B-TEST)
MATRIX PARAMETER REPORT
MATRIXCORRECTIONAND MASS REPORT
ABSORBERINDEX 4.4853 +/- .00000
Mf'3DERATORINDEX .10000 +/- .57993
ABSORBERCORRECTIONFACTOR 1.3540
MODERATORCORRECTIONFACTOR 1.0000
MATRIXCORRECTIONFACTOR 1.3540 +/- .37135
250USECCOiNCCORR FACTOR 1.0000 +/- .75396
70 USECCOINCCORR FACTOR 1.0000 ._/- .82689

SHIELDEDRATECORR FACTOR 1.0000 +/- .71596
SYSTEMRATECORR FACTOR 1.0000 +/- .47902E-01
ACTIVEISOTOPICCOR FACTOR 1.0000
PASSI_- ISOTOPICCOR FACTOR 1.0000

ISOTOPICnCi/g FACTOR .80720E-01

active active lim singles singles F long coin short coin
.029 .066 .19 .00 -.12 -.15

22.270 22.270 10.92 22.79 99.73 268,°,7

SUMMARYREPORT

RUN NUMBER: 4 DISK lD: 091388-A CONTENT CODE
PRIMARY lD: .05PU239 SECONDARY lD: STD
TIME AND DATE OF ACTIVE: 11:58:09 9/13/88
TIME AND DATE OF PASSIVE 11:59:00 ' 9/13/88
PASSIVE COUNT TIME(S) 200.0 NO OF ACTIVE PULSES 2000

SYSTEMTOTALSRATE 2.5995 +/- .48674
SHIELDEDTOTALS RATE .59490 +/- .20167

70 u-SEC COINC RATE -.51710E,02+/- .13230E-01
250 u-SEC COINC RATE -.95992E-01+1t. .62669E-01
SHIELDEDACTIVE SIGNAL 160.00
SHIELDEDACTIVE BACKGRO 109.00

FLUX MONITOR 18399.
BARREL FLUX MONITOR 4102.0

Pu-239: 94.0% CONTAINER WEIGHT: 62.2kg
PASSIVE MASS (g) -.12287 +/- -.12254
ACTIVE MASS (g) .28570E-01 +/- .63627E-02
nCi/g 70.960 +/- 15.803
TOTAL ALPHA ACT (CI) .10398E-01
THERMAL POWER (Watt) .31194E-03
THERMAL POW DEN (Watt/ft3) .42441E-04
Pu-238 activity NO



represents an independent piece of information.

3. Understanding. Knowledge in the form of production rules is
extremely readable so that even someone who is unfamiliar with a
program can understand it.

The inference engine of LEVEL5 is forward and backward chaining.
In forward chaining, conclusions are drawn based on a known set of

facts. An attempt is made to match data specific to a situation

to a pattern outline by the production rules. In backward chaining
the algorithm starts from a goal state and works toward an initial

state. The particular rules necessary to reach a conclusion are
automatically invoked.

Unique to LEVEL5 was its ability to interface with dBASE3+ . This

popular and powerful database software package allows easy
formatting and transmittal of results to Other U. s. D. O. E. sites

doingwaste analysis, as well as record preparation, data reduction
and comparisons at the_SRS site.

The rules of the Transuranic Expert System (TRUX) are divided into
three types:

i. Procedural rules. Used to accomplish a task; not based on

special knowledge. For example, the listing of results for any
drums previously assayed using TRUX stored in the dBASE3+ database
file utilizes procedural rules.

2. Troubleshooting rules. Used to confirm that the PAN is working
properly under the conditions of the data obtained from the

current assay. These rules are based on special knowledge about
the system.

3. Technical rules. Involves the determination of the best

estimate of the mass of radioactive waste within the drum. A

decision is based on the expertise which has been programmed into

the expert system in heuristic form. In addition, the expert
system indicates when a waste drum falls outsiae the PAN detection

limits or capabilities. These rules which constitute the heart of

the expert system are based on special knowledge about the system.

The goals section of TRUX as it appears in program is listed as:

1.0 The user ID has been asked

I.I Check the badge number database, operator
i.I.I Passive background run done

I.i.I.i Pink drum (check source) run done
i.I.i.i.I The main menu has been satisfied

1.2 Check the badge number database, technical
1.2.1 The main menu has been satisfied.

The following is summary of TRUX functions which are not performed
by NEUT.

I. Before all else the users's badge number is required and acts
as a password.

2. %he passive background run must be done before the.operator can
proceed with analyses for the day. The neutron count rates fQr each

detector are checked; they must all be greater that zero. i The

W i
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system and shielded detectors' total count rates (totals rates) are
each obtained by two independent methods and are checked for

agreement. The background radiation is checked against a pre,
determined upper limit.

3. The pink drum (a check source) run must be done before the

operator can proceed with analyses for the day. The neutron count

rates (background corrected) are checked for consistency with a
history of count rates for each individual detector. The system

and the shielded totals rates are each obtained by two independent
methods and checked for agreement. The value for active and

passive masses are checked against the expected masses based on the

known radioactive decay rate of the isotopes within the pink drum.

4. All production runs are checked for the following: The system

and shielded totals rates are each obtained by two independent
methods and checked for agreement. The run information obtained

from the Fortran program (adapted from NEUT) is used to draw a
conclusion about the contents of the waste drum. If no conclusion

can be drawn, a recommendation for further analysis is made.

5. The dBASE3+ database software package is used to store run
l

information. The user has the option of scanning the database for

a previously performed run and to reconstruct that run.

The TRUX system Was tested in late 1988 and implemented in mid-

1989. Before implementation was approved 137 barrels of waste were
analyzed manually under NEUT and automatically under TRUX. The
results of the test showed that TRUX either made the same decisions

as the human expert or, in a very few cases, made a call that more

information was needed for a decision. This is acceptable
operation at SRS, as a fail-safe mode of operation is essential to

avoid improper disposal of TRU waste. The TRUX printout is now
condensed into a form which is legible to operators and contains

the information that proves the system is operating properly. The

printout also contains the records needed for quality assurance
auditors. An example of a typicel TRUX run is shown in Tabl_ 2.

In addition to these records, TRUX prompts the operator of the PAN

throughout the day as it monitors the PAN performance. Messages

are sent to the operator whenever background or check source runs

need to be run. If a detector fails, or the background is out of

range then the program records the fact and sends a message to the

operator. An example of this failure is shown in Table 3.
The electronics of the system are also monitored and programmed to c

abort the PAN assays. An example of this type of failure is shown

in Table 4. Many similar cases are now monitored automatically.
This improves the confidence in the results obtained from the PAN
instrument.
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. TRUX REPORT: DRUM FBL 235557

DISK lD: 122188 CONTENT CODE: 1 1:00
PRIM_,RY lD: FBL 235557 B FSW: 235557
OPERATOR BADGE #: CU

This drum is Above the Minimum DetectionUmit (MDL) of the PAN.
The Decision Mass and associated quantitiesare based on the raw data.

DECISION MASS (g) 0.028
nCi/g 48.796 +/- -1.000

CONTAINER WEIGHT (kg): 65.7
XPU-239:94.0

TOTAL ALPHA ACT (CI): 0.002
THERMAL POWER (Watt) 0.000
THERMAL POW DEN (W/ft3): 0.000

GENERATOR'GVA_ ,tF_TYCO£)E: 50.00
GENERATOR'S I,°-_OTOPICWEIGHT: 0.00

BAREDETECTOR _"_I_DDE]'ECTOR
COUNT RATE COUNT RATE

DEZ_ 37 0.19 12 0.06
RK3t-fT 91 0.46 24 0.12
BACK 53 0.27 31 0.16
LEFT 59 0,30 28 0.14
TOP -7 -0.03 23 0.12
BOTI'M 74 0.37 -2 -0.01

SYSTEM TOTALS RATE: 2.1_ +/- 0.397
SHIELDED TOTALS RATE: 0.585 +/- (_.176

70 SEC COINC RATE: -0.005 +l- 0.017
250 U-SEC COINC RATE: -0.057 +/- 0.054

SHIELDED ACTIVE SIGNAL 134
SHIELDED ACTIVE BACKGR: 69

WET FLUX MONITOR °IGNA£: 18114
WET BARREL FLUX MONITOR SIGNAL: 2603

PASSIVE ASSAY
COUNT TIME(S): 200.00

DATE: 12/21/88
TIME: 2:51:34
MASS(S): -0,073 +/- -0,095

ACTIVE ASSAY
NO OF PULSES: 2000.00

DATE: 12/21/88
TIME: 2:50:40

MASS (g): 0.028 +/- 0.007

PINK DRUM:

ACTIVE MASS(g) = 0.232 ACCEPT: 0.200 TO 0.244
PASSIVE MASS(G) = 10.106 ACCEPT: 8.949 TO 10.937
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TABLE III

GENERATOR'S ISOTOPIC WEIGHT: [Db.ISOQUANT(4,1)]

BARE DE'iECI'OR SHLD DETECTOR

COUNT RATE COUNT RATE

DOOR [Db2.FC2551_l(7,0)] [Rate_l ] [Db2.FL'2551_7(7,0)] [Ram_"/]
RIGHT [Db2.FC255I_2(7,0)] IRate_2] [Db2.FC2551_8(7,0)] IRate_8]
BACK [Db2.FC2551_3(7,0)] [Rate_3] [Db2.FC255 I_9(7,0)] IRate_9]
LEFT [Db2.FC255 I_4(7,0)] IRate_4] [Db2.FC255 I_10(7,0)] [Rate_10]
TOP [Db2.FC2551_5(7,0)] [Rate_5] [Db2.t_C2551_11(7,0)] [Rate_l 1]
BOTTM [Db2.FC2551_6(7,0)] IRate_6] [Db2.FC2551_12(7,0)] [Rate_12]

J

SYSTEM TOTALS RATE: [Db.SYRAT(8,3)] 4.'- [Db.SYRATE(8,3)]
SHIELDED TOTALS RATE: [Db.SHRAT(8,3)] +/- [Db.SHRATE(8,3)]

70 u-SEC COINC RATE: [Db.CO70R(8,3)] +/- [Db.CO70E(8,3)]
250 u-SEC COINC RATE: [Db.CO250R(8,3)] +/- [Db.CO250E(_,3)]

SHIELDED ACTIVE SIGNAL: [Db.SHSI(8,0)]
SHIELDED ACTIVE BACKGR: [Db.SHBI(8,0)]

NET FLUX MONITOR SIGNAL: [Db.FMIN(8,0)]
NET BARREL FLUX MONITOR SIGNAL: [Db.EFMIN(8,0)]

ABSORBER INDEX [Db.ABSOI]
MODERATOR INDEX [Db.FMODI]
MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR [Db.CF]

PASSIVE ASSAY MASS(g): [Db.TFM(8,3)] +/- [Db.'ITME(8,3)]
COUNT TIME(s): [Db.CTIMP]

DATE • [Db.PDT_4(2,0)]/[Db.PDT_5(2,0)]/[Db.PDT_6(2,0)]
'IqME • [Db.PDT_I(2,0)]:[Db.PDT_2(2,0)]:[Db.PDT_3(2,0)]

ACTIVE ASSAY MASS(g): [Db.FTRUM(8,3)] +/- [Db.FTRUME(8,3)]
NO OF PULSES: [Db.NPULS]

DAi-E • [Db.ADT_4(2,0)]/[Db.ADT_5(2,0)]][Db.ADT_6(2,0)]
TIME • [Db.ADT_ I(2,0)]:[Db.ADT_2(2,0)]:[Db.ADT_3(2,0)]

.-

PINK DRUM:

Active mass(g) = [Db.PDFTRUM(8,3)] ACCEPT: [AALL(8,3)] TO [AAUL(8,3)]
Passive mass(g) = [Db.PDTFM(8,3)] ACCEPT: [PALL(8,3)] TO [PAUL(8,3)]

DISPLAY Message 13

MESSAGE: page: [Count3(3.0)]

A neutron detector has been found to exceed the allowable threshold

of plus or minus two standard deviations based on its average value
calculated over the past [History] successful runs.
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TABLE IV

DATA:
BARE DETECTOR COUNT

value average standard deviation

DOOR [Db2.FC2551_1(7,0)] [AV_I(7,0)] LSD_I(7,0)]

RIGHT [Db2.FC255 I_2(7,0)] [AV_2(7,0)] [SD_2(7,0)]
BACK [Db2.FC2551 3(7,0)] [AV 3(7,0)] [SD 3(7,0)]
LEFT [Db2.FC'2551_4(7,0)1' [AV_4(7,0)]" [SD,4(7,0)]
TOP [Db2.r:C2551_5(7,0)] [AV_5(7,C,] [SD_5(7,0)]
Bo'vrOM [Db2.FC2551_6(7,0)] lAV_6(7,0)] [SD_6(7,0)]

,.

SHIELDED DETECTOR COUNT

value average standard deviation

DOOR [Db2.FC255 I_7(7,0)] lAV 7(7,0)] [SD_7(7,0)]
RIGHT [Db2.FC2551_8(7,0)] [AV_8C/,0)] [SD_8(7,0)]
BACK [Db2.FC2551_9(7,0)] [AV_9(7,0)] [SD_9(7,0)]
LEFT [Db2.FC2551_10(7,0)] [AV,10(7,0)] [SD_I0(7,0)]
TOP - [Db2.FC2551_I 1(7,0)] [AVl 1.(7,¢b] [SD_I 1(7,0)]
BOTTOM [Db2.FC2551_12(7,0)] [AV_I2(7;0)] [SD_ 12(7,0)]

INSTRUCTIONS:

1) Do not attempt to proceed with today's runs.
2) Advise supervision of the situation and await further instructions.

!.

DISPLAY Message 14

MESSAGE: page: [Count3(3,0)]
The PAN algorith uses two methods each to determine the
System totals rate and the Shielded totals rate.

The rates calculated by each method and shown below, are not in agreement.

This is indicative of a problem with one of the LeCmy 2551 Scalars used to
collect the data.

DATA:

SUMMED SUMMATION OF
ELECTRONICALLY INDIVIDUAL READINGS DELTA%

SYSTEM TOTALS RATE: [Db.SYRAT(10,3)] [SYSRATE(10,3)] [DPSYS]

SHIELDED TOTALS RATE: [Db.SFIRAT(10,3)] [SHLDRATE(10,3)] [DPSHLD]

INSTRUCTIONS:

1) Do not attempt to proceed with today's runs.
2) Advise supervision of the situation and await further instructions.

1°.. q......
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BENEFITS

Use of the TRUX expert system for non-destructive analyses with

complex interactions, such as PAN assays has provided SRS with:

I. Reliability . Results now follow rules which can be
demonstrated to be true. Instrument failures are quickly analyzed

and repaired.

2. Time/cost savings. Runs do not have to be redone because of

instrumental failures which were indiscernible previously. Expert
personnel are not needed to review all data.

3. Simplicity. Printouts and messages are clear toall operators
and auditors.

4. Quality Assurance. Records of all the necessary data including

operators and check sources is printed and stored with each run.

5. Data retrievability. Data from all runs is stored in a

database with widespread applications for transfer to other

locations and comparison uses.
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